We present status of the 3-3-1 models and their implications to cosmological evolution such as inflation, phase transitions and sphalerons. The models are able to provide quite good agreement with the Standard Cosmology: the inflation happens in the GUT scale, while phase transition has two sequences corresponding two steps of symmetry breaking in the models. Some bounds on the model parameters are obtained.
2. C and CP violations, 3 . deviation from thermal equilibrium.
Over the half of Century, the Standard Model (SM) of the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions successfully possesses a great experimental examinations and stands for future development. Despite its great success, the model still contains a number of unresolved problems such as the generation number of quarks and leptons, the neutrino mass and mixing, the electric charge quantization, the existence of about one quarter of DM, etc.
The aforementioned problems require that the SM must be extended.
Among the extensions beyond the SM, the models based on SU(3) C ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ U(1) X (3-3-1) gauge group [4, 5] have some interesting features including the ability to explain the generation problem [4, 5] and the electric charge quantization [6] . It is noted that in this scheme the gauge couplings can be unified at the scale of order TeV without supersymmetry [7] . The 3-3-1 models have two interesting properties needed for the mentioned aim, namely:
first, the lepton-number violation due to the fact that lepton and anti-lepton are put in the triplet [8] . Second, one generation of quarks transforms differently from other two. This leads to the flavor changing neutral current at the tree level mediated by new Z ′ gauge boson [9] .
The 3-3-1 models have been considered in aspects of collider physics [10] [11] [12] [13] , muon anomalous magnetic moments [14] , neutrino physics [15] , DM [16, 17] .... In this review I will concentrate on Early Universe aspects of the models.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a brief review of the 3-3-1 models and their modified versions. In Sec. III, the cosmological inflation in the supersymmetric economical 3-3-1 model is presented. In Sec. IV, we investigate the structure of the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) sequence in the 3-3-1 models with minimal Higgs sector, namely the reduced minimal 3-3-1 model (RM331) and the economical 3-3-1 model (E331), find the parameter ranges where the EWPTs are the strongly first-order to provide B violation necessary for baryogenesis, and show the constraints on the mass of the charged Higgs boson. Section V is devoted for sphalerons in the reduced minimal 3-3-1 model. Finally, in Sec. VI we give conclusion on the possibility to describe cosmological evolution in the framework of the 3-3-1 models.
II. THE MODELS
In the mentioned models, the strong interaction keeps the same as in the SM, while the electroweak part associated with SU(3) L ⊗ U(1) X has two diagonal generators T 3 and T 8
from which the electric charge operator is based on
The coefficient (=1) at the T 3 is defined to make the 3-3-1 models embed the SM. The lepton arrangement will define the parameter β which distinguishes two main versions: the minimal version with β = √ 3 and the version with neutral leptons/neutrinos β = −1/ √ 3 at the bottom of the triplet.
A. The minimal 3-3-1 model
The minimal version [4] contains lepton triplet in the form
Two first quark generations are in anti-triplet and the third one is in titriplet:
To provide masses for all quarks and lepton, the Higgs sector needs three scalar triplets and one sextet:
with VEV: 
The exotic quarks T and D i have the electric charges, respectively, 5/3 and −4/3 and carry both baryon and lepton numbers L = ±2.
The singly charged bilepton is responsible for the wrong muon decay
while the doubly charged bilepton with decay
provides four leptons at the final states which is characteristic feature of the model. The model provides an interesting prediction for the Weinberg angle
Besides the complication in the Higgs sector, the model also has one problem that it losses perturbative property at the scale above 5 TeV [18] .
The above Higgs sector is complicated; and recently it is reduced to the minimal with only two Higgs triplets [17, 19] . If the triplet ρ and χ are used then the model is called reduced minimal 3-3-1 model [19] , while ρ is replaced by η then it is called simple 3-3-1 model (S331) [17] .
It has been recently shown that due to the ρ parameter and the Landau pole, the minimal and its reduced version should be ruled out [20] . It is noted that the RM331 has nonrenormalizable effective interactions, so situation has to be considered carefully.
B. The 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos
Leptons are in triplet [5] :
where a = 1, 2, 3 is a generation index and N L can be right-handed neutrino or neutral lepton. Two first generations of quarks are in antitriplets, and the third one is in triplet:
The model with neutral lepton/neutrino (β = −1/ √ 3) needs three scalar triplets to provide all fermions masses and the same for spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB):
The exotic quarks T and D i have electric charges as usual one, i.e., 2/3 and −1/3, respectively, and carry both baryon and lepton numbers L = ±2. The new gauge bosons are: the neutral Z ′ and two bileptons carrying lepton number 2: Y ± and X 0 . The neutral bilepton X 0 is non-Hermitian and is responsible for neutrino oscillation [21] .
Note that two Higgs triplets η and χ have the same structure, so ones can reduce number of Higgs triplets from three to two, namely we can use only ρ and χ to produce masses for quarks and leptons; and resulting model is called economical 3-3-1 model [22] . As in the RM331, the nonrenormalizable interactions, in this case, are needed for production of quark masses [22] .
III. COSMOLOGICAL INFLATION IN THE SUPERSYMMETRIC ECONOMICAL 3-3-1 MODELS
The discovery of the 2.7K microwave background radiation arriving from the farthest reaches of the Universe, gained widespread acceptance, is positive point of the hot-universe theory, where the inflationary scenario [23, 24] A supersymmetric version of the minimal 3-3-1 model has been constructed in [26] and its scalar sector was studied in [27] . Lepton masses in the framework of the above-mentioned model were presented in [28] , while potential discovery of supersymmetric particles was studied in [29] . In [30] , the R-parity violating interaction was applied for instability of the proton. A supersymmetric RM331 was presented in [31] .
The supersymmetric version of the 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos has already been constructed in [32] . The scalar sector was considered in [33] and neutrino mass was studied in [34] . A supersymmetric version of the economical 3-3-1 model has been constructed in [35] . Some interesting features such as Higgs bosons with masses equal to that of the gauge bosons: the W (m = m 2 Y ), have been pointed out in [36] . Sfermions in this model have been considered in [37] . In [38] it was shown that bino-like neutralino can be a candidate for DM.
In [25] , the authors have constructed a hybrid inflationary scheme based on a realistic supersymmetric SU(3) C ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ U(1) X model by adding a singlet superfield Φ which plays the role of the inflaton, namely the inflaton superfield.
We remind that the existence of a U(1) Z does not belong to the MSSM and it spontaneously breaks down at the scale M X by Higgs superfield φ, which is singlet under the MSSM. The inflaton superfield couples with this pair of Higgs superfields. Therefore, the additional global supersymmetric renorrmalizable superpotential for the inflation sector is chosen to be [39, 40] 
The superpotential given by (9) is the most general potential consistent with a continuous R symmetry under which φ → e iγ φ, W → e iγ W , while the product χχ ′ is invariant [40, 41] .
By a suitable redefinition of complex fields µ 2 , α are chosen to be positive real constants , and the ratio µ √ α sets the U(1) Z symmetry breaking scale M X . The most general superpotential consistent with a continuous R-symmetry is given by
With the superpotential given in (9), the Higgs scalar potential takes the form
where i runs from 1 to the total number of the chiral superfields in W tot , while V sof t contains all the soft terms generated by supersymmetry breaking at the low energy.
Hence, the Higgs potential becomes
The first derivatives 
Let us denote
where β is some constant and S is a new field, the Higgs potential (11) can be rewritten as
When D term vanishes along its direction, the potential contains only F term and has the form
From (13), it is clear that V inf has an unique supersymmetric minimum corresponding to
The ratio µ √ α sets the U(1) Z symmetry breaking M X , but Eq. (14) is global minimum, and supersymmetry is not violated [40] . Hence, inflation can take place but supersymmetry is not broken. This is F term inflation [42] .
We assume that the initial value for the inflaton field is much greater than its critical
the potential is very flat in the |S| direction, and the χ, χ ′ fields settle down to the local minimum of the potential, χ = χ ′ = 0, but it does not drive S to its minimum value. The universe is dominated by a nonzero vacuum energy density,
0 = µ, which can lead to an exponential expanding, inflation starts, and supersymmetry is broken.
By the Coleman-Weinberg formula in [43] , at the one-loop level, the effective potential along the inflaton direction is given by
where F = −1 for the fermionic fields and F = 1 for the bosonic fields. The coefficient (−1) F shows that bosons and fermions give opposite contributions. The sum runs over each degree of freedom i with mass m i and Λ is a renormalization scale.
The effective potential (along the inflationary trajectory S > S c , χ = χ ′ = 0) is given by
It is to be noted that for S > S c , the universe is dominated by the false vacuum energy µ 4 . When S field drops to S c , then the GUT phase transition happens. At the end of inflation, the inflaton field does not need to coincide with the GUT phase transition. The end of inflation can be supposed to be on a region of the potential which satisfies the flatness conditions (see, for example, [44] )
where we have used the conventional notations
where primes denote a derivative with respective to S.
To compare with observational COBE data, we use the slow-roll approximation with parameters: ǫ and η. The first condition in (16): ǫ ≪ 1 indicates that the density ρ is close to V and is slowly varying. As a result, the Hubble parameter H is slowly varying, which implies that one can write a ∝ e Ht at least over a Hubble time or so. The second condition η ≪ 1 is a result of the first condition plus the slow-roll approximation. The conditional phase may end before the GUT transition if the flatness conditions (16) are violated at some point S > S c .
Let us denote a dimensionless variable
Imposing the condition α = β, which means that |Φ| ≈ |S| ≫ µ χ , we get then
The chaotic inflation driven by the φ 3 is in good agreement with the WMAP data, while for the φ 4 potential, the situation is negative.
The above model cannot resolve the horizon/flatness problems of the BB cosmology and violates the slow-roll conditions η ≪ 1 (the η problem. To deal with these problems, we should consider the F -term inflation with minimal Kähler potential.
The F -term inflation with Kähler potential is defined by
Keeping in mind that K = α |φ α | 2 , we obtain the scalar potential
where we have assumed that
Let us consider how does this factor change the result. As we know, the slow-roll parameter is defined as
where the prime refers to derivative with respect to S. The supergravity scalar potential for S > S c is given by
From (22), it follows derivative of V :
The potential given in (22) does not contain a term which can drive S to its minimum value, so we have to consider the effective potential. In this case, the spectral index n is given by
Taking into account the WMAP data, we conclude that the value of e-folding number N Q must be larger than 45, and get bounds on the values of coupling α and ζ, which are presented in Table I:   TABLE I : Bounds on the parameter ζ and coupling α followed by the WMAP data . It is interesting to note that due the inflaton with mass in the GUT scale, the model can provides masses for neutrino different from ones without inflationary scenario. With the help of the lepton-number-violating interactions among the inflaton and right-handed neutrinos, the non-thermal leptogenesis scenario is followed [45] .
In recent work [46] , the authors have considered the inflationary scenario and leptogenesis in newly proposed 3-3-1-1 model. Here, the scalar field that spontaneously breaks the U(1) N symmetry plays as inflaton.
To finish this section, we emphasize that the 3-3-1 models can provide the inflationary scenario or cosmological evolution of the our Universe.
IV. ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITION IN 3-3-1 MODELS
It is known that if baryon number is conserved and is equal to zero, it will equal to zero forever. If baryon number does not satisfy any conservation law, it vanishes in the state of thermal equilibrium. Therefore we need the third Sakharov's condition. The second condition is appropriate for ensuring a different decay rate for particles and antiparticles [3] .
The electroweak phase transition is the transition between symmetric phase to asymmetric phase in order to generate mass for particles. Hence, the phase transition is related to the mass of the Higgs boson [3] .
In the basic model of particles, the first and second conditions can be satisfied, but conditions on thermal imbalance is difficult to satisfy. So the analysis of the third condition is the only approach at present in order to explain the baryon asymmetry.
Why is the first order phase transition? For very large temperature, the effective potential has only one minimum at the zero. As temperature drops below the critical temperature (T c ),
the second minimum appears. If the two minimums are separated by a potential barrier, the phase transition occurs with bubble nucleation. Inside the bubbles, the scalar field acquires a nonzero expectation value. If the bubble nucleation rate exceeds the universe's expansion rate, the bubbles collide and eventually fill all space. Such a transition is called the first order phase transition. It is very violent and one can expect large deviations from thermal equilibrium [3] . The other possible scenario takes place if the two minimums are never separated by a potential barrier. The phase transition is a smooth transition or the second order phase transition.
A. Phase transition in reduced minimal 3-3-1 model
For the SM, although the EWPT strength is larger than unity at the electroweak scale, it is still too weak for the mass of the Higgs boson to be compatible with current experimental limits [3, 51] ; this suggests that electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) requires new physics beyond the SM at the weak scale [52] . Many extensions such as the two-Higgs-doublet model or Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model have a more strongly first-order phase transition and the new sources of CP violation, which are necessary to account for the BAU; triggers for the first-order phase transition in these models are heavy bosons or DM candidates [47] [48] [49] [50] .
To start, let us consider the hight-temperature effective potential
where v is the VEV of Higgs. In order to have the strongly first-order phase transition, the strength of phase transition has to be larger than 1, i.e., The phase transition has been firstly investigated in the SM. But the difficulty of the SM is that the strength of the first-order electroweak phase transition, which must be larger than 1 at the electroweak scale, appears too weak for the experimentally allowed mass of the SM scalar Higgs boson [3, 51] . Therefore, it seems that EWBG requires a new physics beyond the SM at weak scale [52] .
With the discovery of the Higgs boson, the study of phase transitions in the particle models is simplified: only to determine the order of phase transition. This opens a lot of hope for the extended models in examining the electroweak phase transition.
The 3-3-1 models must have at least two Higgs triplets [19, 22] . Therefore, the number of bosons in the 3-3-1 models will many more than in the SM and symmetry breaking structure is different to the SM.
The physical scalar spectrum of the RM331 model is composed by a doubly charged scalar h ++ and two neutral scalars h 1 and h 2 [19] . These new particles and exotic quarks can be triggers for the first order phase transition.
From the Higgs potential we can obtain V 0 that depends on VEVs as the following
The effective potential being a function of VEVs and temperature has the form
Averaging over space, we obtain 
where
The effective potential can be rewritten as follows
and
Here V 
The minimum conditions are
The critical temperature is determined as follows
For simplicity, let us assume m h 2 = X, m h −− = m Z 2 = m Q = K. In order to have the first-order phase transition, the phase transition strength must be larger than 1, i.e.,
If X is larger than 200 GeV, the heavy particle masses are in range of few TeVs in order to have the first-order phase transition [53] . In order to have the first-order phase transition, if the contribution of h 2 with the mass is smaller than 200 GeV, K is smaller than 1.5 TeV [53] .
The second/last step is the phase transition SU(2) → U(1). This phase transition does not involve the exotic quarks and boson V ± . Hence, in this case, v χ is neglected, and the
where we have assumed m
In order to have the first-order phase transition, the phase transition strength has to be larger than 1, i.e., vρ c Tc ≥ 1. The critical temperature T c is given by
To survive the critical temperatures, T c , T 0 must be positive, so T 0 is also positive, from which we can draw on conditions for heavy particles. Therefore, we get When temperature goes close to T c , the second minimum slowly formed distinct, i.e., the phase transition nucleation appears.
When temperature goes over T c , the minimum goes to zero, i. e., the symmetry phase is restored. This was showed that phase transition SU(2) → U(1) is the first-order phase transition [53] .
We find that the effective potential of this model is different from that of the SM, and it has contributions from heavy bosons as triggers for the strongly first-order phase transition with m h 1 = 125 GeV.
We have got the following constraints on the mass of Higgs in RM331 [53] 285.56 GeV < M h 2 < 1.746 TeV, 3.32 TeV < M h −− < 5.61 TeV. 
Thus we have used the effective potential at finite temperature to study the structure of the EWPT in the RM331 model. This phase transition is split into two phases, namely, the first transition is SU ( In this section, we follow the same approach for E331 model [22] , whose lepton sector is more complicated than that of the RM331 model. The E331 model has the right-handed neutrino in the leptonic content, the bileptons (two singly charged gauge bosons W ± , Y ± , and a neutral gauge bosons X 0 ), the heavy neutral boson Z 2 , and the exotic quarks. The masses of particles in the E331 were summarized in Table II As in the RM331, here EWPT takes place with two transitions: i) SU(3) → SU(2) at the scale of ω 0 and the transition SU(2) → U(1) at the scale of v 0 [54] .
The first phase transition SU(3) → SU(2) due to ω provides the bounds on parameters presented in Table III The new bosons and exotic quarks can be triggers for the EWPT SU(3) → SU(2) to be the first-order. It was shown that the EWPT SU(2) → U (1) is the first-order phase transition, but it seems quite weak [54] .
V. ELECTROWEAK SPHALERONS IN THE REDUCED MINIMAL 3-3-1 MODEL
To be consistent with cosmological evolution, our strategy is the following: the model has to have an inflation or phase transition of the first-order. As a result, the leptogenesis or CP-violation exist. Then sphaleron completes to produce the BAU. Sphaleron is a transition at high temperature where thermal fluctuations can bring the magnitude of the Higgs field from zero VEV over the barrier to nonzero VEV classically without tunneling. In [55] , the sphalerons in the RM331 were considered. In the SM, the sphaleron rate is very small, about 10 −60 [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] ; this rate is much smaller than the rate of BAU and smaller than the cosmological expansion rate.
To study the sphaleron processes, we consider the Lagrangian of the gauge-Higgs system
Assuming the least energy has the pure-gauge configurations (F a ij = 0), we get energy functional in the temporal gauge
By the temperature expansion, the energy functional is given by
In the static field approximation, we have two equations of motion for the VEVs in spherical coordinates [55] for the VEVs:
Then, the sphaleron energies in the SU(3) → SU(2) and SU(2) → U(1) phase transitions, are given, respectively
The sphaleron rate per unit time per unit volume, Γ/V , is characterized by a Boltzmann factor, exp (−E/T ), as follows [60] [61] [62] :
where V is the volume of the EWPT's region, T is the temperature, E is the sphaleron energy, and α = 1/30.
We will compare the sphaleron rate with the Hubble constant, which describes the cosmological expansion rate at the temperature T [63, 64]
where g = 106.75, M pl = 2.43 × 10 18 GeV.
Assuming that the VEVs of the Higgs fields do not change from point to point in the universe, then we have dvχ dr = dvρ dr = 0, and
Eqs. (36) shows that v χ and v ρ are the extremes of the effective potentials. The sphaleron energies can be rewritten as
where v χm , v ρm are the VEVs at the maximum of the effective potentials. From (37) and (38) , it follows that the sphaleron energies are equal to the maximum heights of the potential barriers.
The universe's volume at a temperature T is given by V =
Because the whole universe is an identically thermal bath, the sphaleron energies are approximately
From the definitions ( 37) and (38) , the sphaleron rates take the form, respectively
For the heavy particles, E, λ, E ′ and λ ′ are constant, and the sphaleron rates (for the the phase transition SU(2) → U(1)) in this approximation are the linear functions of temperature [55] Thus, the upper bounds of the sphaleron rates are much larger the Hubble constant [55] Γ su(3) ∼ 10 −3 ≫ H; Γ su(2) ∼ 10 −4 ≫ H ∼ 10 −13 .
In a thin-wall approximation, sphaleron rates are presented in Tables IV and V Here R b.su (3) and ∆l ′ are respectively the radius and the wall thickness of a bubble which is nucleated in the phase transitions.
We conclude that the sphaleron rates are larger than the cosmological expansion rate at temperatures above the critical temperature and are smaller than the cosmological expansion rate at temperatures below the critical temperature. For each transition, baryon violation rapidly takes place in the symmetric phase regions but it also quickly shuts off in the broken phase regions. This may provide B-violation necessary for baryogenesis, as required by the first of Sakharov's conditions, in the connection with non-equilibrium physics. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this review, we have showed that the 3-3-1 models are able to describe the cosmological evolution. The 3-3-1 models contain the hybrid inflationary scenario and the first-order phase transitions. The inflation happens in the GUT scale, while phase transition has two sequences corresponding two steps of symmetry breaking in the models. The sphaleron rates are much larger than the Hubble constant. They are larger than the cosmological expansion rate at temperatures above the critical temperature and are smaller than the cosmological expansion rate at temperatures below the critical temperature. From these considerations, some bound on model parameters are deduced.
